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 Problem Description:  

 

WISE-2410 supports 2 kinds of power input: battery and USB port. This document explains 

how to check the battery life, voltage and discharge behavior of a WISE-2410. 

 

In summary: 

1. If battery discharge behavior is different from the description on the datasheet, it means 

your battery might be faulty one. 

2. If battery discharge behavior is matching to the description on the datasheet, you have to 

consider with the working environment and data uplink interval into your battery plan. 

 

 Brief Solution - Step by Step: 

 

Please check the following information: 

1. The brand and model of the battery. It would be better if datasheet can be provided. 

2. The working environment temperature of the WISE-2410 module. 

3. The temperature of the measurement target. It would be better if user can find a batch 

of history log of temperature. 

4. How many batteries are used in a module? One or two? Suggest using 2 batteries. 

5. WISE-2410 uploads interval setting. 

  

The information is helpful to compare with the battery discharge behavior on the datasheet.  

Different battery brand and model has different discharge behavior. 

 

Example: battery model and the discharge behavior in WISE-2410 DS. 

According to the datasheet of the battery, the environment temperature influences the current 

capacity. The WISE-2410 data uplink interval will consume the battery, too. The testing results 

are shown in the following figure, which matches to the discharge behavior of the battery 
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datasheet. 

 

Figure captured from WISE-2410 datasheet. 

 

 

Figure captured from battery SB-AA11 datasheet. 

 

 

Figure captured from battery SB-AA11 datasheet. 

 

 

According to the discharging behavior or this battery model, we have the testing results as the 

following description and the figure. 
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Testing environment: 

1. WISE-2410 is in temperature chamber with metal case. 

2. WISE-6610 is outside, on top of the chamber. 

3. ADR enabled. 

4. Ack function of WISE-2410 is disabled. Means WISE-2410 will not retry. 

5. NA 902 frequency is used. 

6. Insert 2 of new batteries into WISE-2410. 

 

Testing results under 50 degree environment of WISE-2410 and PN:1760002647-01 (battery*2). 

 If the battery voltage is lower than 3.3V, then it means 10% left for WISE-2410. 

Testing results under -20 degree environment of WISE-2410 and PN:1760002647-01(battery*2). 

  If the battery voltage is lower than 3V, then it means 10% left for WISE-2410. 

  

The x-axis is data uplink interval setting (“Measurement Interval”) on WISE-2410. 
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